
Minutes of Curriculum & Learning Committee of Offwell C of E Primary School held on 4
th

 February 

2016 

 

  
Present: Mrs Billington(AB), Mrs Hayes, Mr Pavey (DP), Mr Thomas (CT), Mr 

Wallace (IW - Chair) & Mrs Davey (JD) (clerk)  

Action 

By 

Time 

scale 

1  Apologies:  Non received – all present   

2  

Pecuniary Interest:  Governors were invited to declare any relevant Pecuniary 

Interest at that point or if it became apparent that there was one later in the 

meeting. 

  

3  

Minutes of Previous Meeting 3
rd

 December 2015 & Matters arising: 

These were accepted as an accurate record with the removal of PA’s presence 

as he did not attend. They were signed accordingly with the following matters 

arising. 

  

3 1 Governor question – CH – What is the PREVENT training? AB explained that it 

was prevention of radicalisation and recognising someone who may be 

vulnerable. CT, AB & JD completed online PREVENT training  in autumn 2015. 

Other teachers will have undertaken by half term, TAs have an overview and  

this will be rolled out to teaching assistants in due course. Babcock has 

produced a Powerpoint which will be shared with all staff. Peter Veentjer is 

coming to staff meeting at end of term to talk about British Values. Governors 

confirmed they are aware of the need for training in this area and that all staff 

are aware and will be fully trained. 

 

 

 

 

3 2 Website – This is almost ready to launch.   

3 3 ICT Update – All necessary software and hardware has been ordered. The 

netbooks have had their RAM upgraded and batteries where necessary. The 

remaining work has been booked for half term. IW offered to help with the 

server updates necessary.  

  

4  Headteacher’s Report   

4 1 The headteacher’s report had previously been distributed to governors.   

4 2 Governor question - IW – How do we tackle attendance and lateness issues? AB 

advised that we regularly remind parents in the newsletter. There are a couple 

of parents of older children with siblings in Ash Class who are arriving late and 

therefore taking both children up to the classrooms. AB informed governors 

that parents will be reminded about transition changes from Ash to Willow and 

arrival/collection at start/end of day. 

  

4 3 Staffing – AB confirmed that the workload of JD is being monitored. 

Governor question – CH – Is this a problem? 

JD said that there was a lot going on at the moment with website, ICT upgrade 

and Health and Safety Review but she would tell AB if she felt it was too much.  

 

AB advised governors that CK started NQT programme and CT attending 

professional development ‘outstanding teacher’. Both training is relatively 

expensive but will have positive impact.  

Governor question – CH - Is AB happy with progress of children within Beech?  

AB confirmed that she was.  

 

Governor question - CH – How is the staffing in nursery? 

AB advised that they are a very strong team and ratios are always adhered to.  

  

4 4 Governor question – CH – How come we have Service Children but they can’t be 

recorded as such? 

AB advised the children are not receiving pupil premium for service but PPG for 

other as not living with parent in the forces. AB raised awareness as haven’t 

  



had families with a connection to services before.   

4 5 AB confirmed the annual report about SEN and safeguarding has been 

submitted – These have been reported and discussed with CH at the time. 

Governor question – CH – As governor for SEN do I get involved with the Annual 

review? 

AB confirmed that CH does not but AB reports that they have taken place and 

when CSET responds. 

Governor question – CH – Do we buy in a number of hours for the Educational 

Psychologist and is this adequate? 

AB confirmed that it has been at an adequate level and next half term 

governors  will make decision about how much we buy in for 2016/17.  

Governor question – CH – How is the Family Support Worker funded? 

AB advised that this was discussed fully at Resources meeting and will come to 

FGB next week.  

  

4 6 CH has had meeting with PV as he is taking over safeguarding.  

AB has completed consultation on safeguarding. She confirmed she is not 

concerned about the changes.  

  

4 7 Governor question - IW - How do we teach creation in relation to science? AB 

confirmed that we teach children within RE about beliefs in the religion’s holy 

books. We tell children about Christian creation story and ask children what 

they think. We empower children to respect and make up their own minds. 

Conversations are managed about controversial issues such as same sex 

marriage as and when they arise and when opportunities to value diversity 

present themselves. We relate things to our core values and use these to help 

deal with issues. 

  

5  EYFS   

5 1 CH thanked SH for an excellent report and data. CH advised governors that she 

had spent an afternoon with Ash Class finding it a really positive experience. 

The class has a really good feel about it. 

DP walked round this morning to all classes and found children all focused in all 

classes.  

Governor question - CH – How are we dealing with the suggestion that we can 

take 2 year olds? AB advised that we are aware of the new directive and will 

put on FGB agenda for 1st half of summer term.  

Extended sessions for Foundation Unit were discussed reminding governors 

that we now open Friday mornings due to increased demand.  

Governor question – IW -Does opening on a Friday morning change the 

dynamics for the other children in reception? AB feels it is helpful to staff at 

present to keep at least one afternoon with just reception and there are 

presently 2 afternoons without nursery.  

AB confirmed that Ofsted would inspect the FSU as part of the school and they 

wouldn’t have a separate inspection. 

Governor question – CH – Have we found about the HLTA qualification counting 

as L3 nursery qualification. 

AB confirmed that we hadn’t found this out yet we have enough L3 staff.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

JD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

05/16 

6  SIP   

6 1 All governors have received the SIP updates. It was acknowledged that there 

would be good evidence of triangulation with governor visits by the end of 

term. AB is creating folders to prove this.  

 

 

 

 

  



7  Data   

7 1 EYFS –  

Governor comment – CH – The report mentions that the results are therefore 

flawed - what does this mean? 

AB said that EYFS has a new baseline this year ‘start of EYFS baseline’ and we 

chose to work together with Upottery School,  including moderation. The 

results gathered once compared is different because different questions are 

asked  than in EYFS profile and therefore different results are produced.  

Governor question - CH - what has been the impact of both types of 

assessment? 

AB said moderation always productive across schools, assessments had 

highlighted children who needed additional support. Teaching team has run 

through assessments and planned for individual needs.  

CH commented that she feels we continually seem to be working with flawed 

data which makes it very difficult for Govs to challenge. AB confirmed all other 

schools are in the same boat.  

Governor question – CH – What are we doing about it? AB advised that she has 

attended EY Heads’ briefing and SH has attended teacher ones, we have been 

moderated and have standardised with other schools. CH thanked SH for 

detailed data and baseline information.  

Governor question – DP - Can you compare with other schools where our 

grades stand? AB advised that we are working with small schools so yes we do, 

we all have small cohorts so also important to compare national as one child is 

a high percentage so have a big impact on data.   

  

7 2 KS2 & KS1 – AB reminded governors that at the moment we do not  know 

thresholds we will be. CT produced background data sheet previously 

distributed to Govs.  

Governor question – IW – If you have a very young year group are you penalised 

when looking at Age Related Expections? AB confirmed that we are but in same 

way we always have been. We use age related score and standardised so know 

both.  

 

Governor question – CH -Are teachers aware of expectations of mastery? 

CT replied that he was confident that teachers are much clearer now and there 

will be more information from at HLC and Babcock moderation CPD meetings.  

Governor question – CH - Is the concept easier for Year 5 and 6 children? 

CT said this was applies to each year group. 

 

CT said that all schools are in exactly same position with experts in teaching 

staff who are becoming increasingly confident with new structures we have 

been given although as yet we are not being told what the boundaries look like. 

We have shared understanding of language and increasing understanding of 

what we are aiming for.  

CT felt it is important for governors to understand that we are likely to see 

results drop dramatically this year because of the change of curriculum 

measures and assessments. The old one used ‘best fit’ to determine the levels 

but the new curriculum states that to pass a threshold everything within that 

level has to be achieved.  

CT said that an example would be if we have children with fine motor control 

who will not be able to have age related expectation because they haven’t yet 

achieved the fine motor control part for handwriting.  

CH concerned about the children's confidence. Children are aware where they 

are now.  

Governor question – CH - How are you conveying this to keep the children's 

confidence? 

AB answered that it is about the individual targets for children.   

  



 

Governor question - IW – Looking at the data summaries, what are we doing to 

address differential between yr 1 and yr 2? 

AB explained it was about the starting point. Over the last few years we have 

seen them making rapid progress to catch up throughout the year. She is not 

worried about year 1s as by year 2 she is confident they will be there. Year 2 

are nearer that goal. Y1 are on track, with appropriate support from their 

starting points. 

  

CH expressed concern about transition from Reception to Year 1. AB confirmed 

that. Staff have clearly identified times and criteria to ensure thorough 

transition of information.  

CH asked if maths changes dramatically in year 1 and was MD aware of 

weakness in Reception. AB confirmed that we ensure they are ready for Y1 and 

ensure transition is appropriate so MD is aware of needs.  

 

Discussion took place about the TAs being in a unique position to be able to 

observe teaching and the children’s learning during lessons. One example, a 

discussion led to a suggestion to consider changing break times as they feel this 

would make better use of the time - AB thinks it could have very big impact. 

Will be discussed with teachers.   

CH thanked CT for an excellent report - so clearly put and easy to respond.  

8  Pupil Premium Update   

8 1 Pupil Premium Report – Governors were advised that this had been discussed 

at Resources. A full report was shared with governors. They acknowledged that 

they now feel fully informed about where the money gets spent and the impact 

this spend has on the progress of these children. CH thanked AB for providing 

this very helpful document.  

  

8 2 Governor question - CH – The CiC is receiving singing lessons, do other children 

get this sort of assistance? 

AB confirmed that other children are supported financially for music lessons. 

Governors picked points from the PPG report: 

3B - CH is it verbal? AB confirms that it is written but not shared with governors 

as this would identify individuals.  

3E – Mentions the Yr 5 gap not rapid enough - CH - how often do you discuss? 

AB confirmed that this forms daily conversations for those staff.  

3G - CH - How is it done? AB replied this was done presently by the Family 

Support Worker.  

Governor question - DP – although some of these children are behind, are they 

still making good progress.  

AB confirmed that for those 2 children with significant difficulties they will be in 

the top half of the progress most children will achieve from KS1 to KS2. They 

are making better than most children from a low starting point so good 

progress.  

4B – CH – We have highly qualified TAs, are we happy with the CPD they are 

getting? AB confirmed she is. Quality of professional dialogue is a strength and 

impacts to improve quality of teaching as a result. 

 

Governor question - IW – is there a danger focusing on children in receipt of 

PPG over the other children. 

AB confirmed that we track all children individually and PPG money does not 

have to be spend on those children and can be used for other children as 

appropriate and this is the case especially where PPG children work with other 

children.  

 

Governor question - CH - if you have g & t child in singing could you spend the 

  



money PPG on lessons for them?  AB confirmed that this is unlikely to be an  

appropriate use of the PPG money but AB would have a conversation with the 

parents and see what support could be given.  

9  Ethos Group   

9 1 The Ethos Group met today – Presently being led by AB as CT is not having 

leadership time this term due to CPD previously discussed. The Group is having 

a refocus as they have not had a member who is not staff or child for a while. 

DP is now attending and PW also attended.   

AB informed govs that the Group defined what was meant by Ethos – AB asked 

for contribution from all present about what they feel works well and 

contributes to our ethos and why? What do children feel we should focus on 

improving? AB will feed back to staff. There are some things children can take 

lead on. Children recognise that this term there is a focus on CW corner and 

prayer corner. The children have identified that they love the prayer corner in 

Willow Class and would like to share more widely giving very specific reasons 

why they like it. They would like to identify a prayer for a specific purpose. 

Children will take more ownership of prayer spaces, etc.  

Governor question - CH - do the School Council and Ethos Group cross over? AB 

confirmed that they did sometimes eg both groups have been discussing worry 

boxes. 

  

10  Governor Visits   

10 1 Listed governor visits on the agenda have been planned. Governors will arrange 

dates not yet fixed as soon as possible. There will be one visit for each this term 

as it is such a short term rather than one in each half term.    

Grammar, punctuation and spelling visit - CH to do. 

DP will come to Open the Book Collective Worship 

Invigorwrite Session  - PA to attend 

JD 03/16 

11  Governor Training   

11 1 CH reminded govs that she will be attending E-safety training in February and 

will report back accordingly. It was suggested that PV attends this training as 

safeguarding governor. JD will find out if he is still able to attend and change 

the delegate name if he will be attending.  

JD 2/16 

11 2 Other planned training dates were shared with governors.  

CT will attend a course on online safety. 

Following a conversation within the Resources meeting we will be asking 

parents to come in and educate parents. 

It was suggested that once the children have talked to parents, the children 

could go somewhere else and experts eg police could be invited in. This would 

mean that more parents would be present. This will be organised in the 

summer term.  

  

12  Policies   

12 1  Parental Complaints and Concerns – the new model policy has been 

personalised and shared with governors prior to the meeting. Governors 

approved the policy. 

  

12 2 Managing Unreasonable Behaviour - the new model policy has been 

personalised and shared with governors prior to the meeting. Governors 

approved the policy. 

AB 10/15 

12 3 Flexible Schooling – This policy is due for review and governors approved 

without amendment. 

  



12 4 Behaviour Policy  

Governor question – CH – How far has progress got with the Behaviour Policy. 

AB explained that the Parent Council had met this week a productive and 

positive discussion and the parents will feed back in this week’s newsletter. The 

policy will be brought to a future governors’ meeting. 

Governor question – How is the Behaviour Policy actually used within the 

classroom. 

AB explained that the policy is explanation of the best practice we have been 

developing. AB reminded governors that there is a children’s version of the 

anti-bullying policy 

  

11  Date of next meeting: This was set at 15
th

 March 2016 at 5.10pm   

 

 

 

 


